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Designer

Materials

Models

Henrik Pedersen

Powder Coated Aluminium
All-Weather Wicker
Natural Teak
Ceramic

Left End Unit
Right End Unit
Small Corner Unit
Large Corner Unit
Centre Unit
Round Coffee Table
Round Side Table
Centre Modular Table

Nature converted into modern outdoor living. Following rural cues from hand crafted 
willow and hazel fencing, modern materials are combined to create an up to date,
resilient twist on rustic seating. Aluminium and man-made fibres are cleverly interwoven 
to create a beautifully tactile seating group at home in any surrounding.

Conceived by noted Danish designer Henrik Pedersen, Grand Weave makes a
statement equal to its name. Accustomed to designing product for international 
markets Henrik carefully selected the oversize, tactile man-made fibres to be stylishly 
woven around the beautiful aluminium frame to make a deliberately bold statement. 
Henrik Says “We are simple creatures. In nature often scale means strength and 
integrity and I considered this in the selection of the broad fibres used in this design. 
I want to inspire comfort and trust - critical parts of the relaxation process.” And the 
deeply sumptuous scale of the Modular Seating components is not by chance either 
- again Henrik’s careful deliberations on dimension are used to reinforce the message 
of quality and comfort.

Available in either Meteor or White frame colours wrapped in complimentary Basalt 
or Parchment man-made fibres, this extensive modular Outdoor Lounge collection is 
available with a wide variety of cushion fabrics, including 8 waterproof options.
Complimentary Coffee, Centre and Side Tables accompany the seating group with 
the option of a traditional teak top or hard wearing ‘Bianco’ and ‘Nero’ coloured
ceramic tops.
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About Gloster

As life gets faster and more complex, the need for quality time and space - the freedom to be you - grows too. At Gloster we open doors to 
timelessly beautiful exteriors where your furniture sets the mood, just the way you want it to be. And we take the long view, using only the very 
best materials and techniques available. Our aim is your pleasure - to be enjoyed in countless special moments outdoors.

With offices world-wide and our own manufacturing facility in Indonesia, Gloster’s roots can be traced all the way back to West Africa in 1960, 
where a band of passionate entrepreneurs and furniture makers took the first steps on a long journey. Today, the same passion, conviction and 
pride that launched the Gloster brand, continues to fuel our business. We may live in a different world than the one occupied by our founders, 
but one thing remains the same - we are furniture makers whose sole focus is to design and build the world’s finest outdoor furniture.
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